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 Regarding Proposed Delays of Oil and Natural Gas Sector Emission Standards 
 
Attention:  Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2017-0346 

    Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-0505  
 

The Attorneys General of California, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington, and the District of Columbia, and the 
Corporation Counsel of the City of Chicago (“States”) respectfully submit these comments on 
the Environmental Protection Agency’s (“EPA”) two notices of data availability published on 
November 8, 20171 (the “NODAs”) in support of the two proposed rules titled “Oil and Natural 
Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Stay of Certain 
Requirements”2 and “Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, Reconstructed, 
and Modified Sources: Three Month Stay of Certain Requirements”3 (collectively, the “Proposed 
Stay Rules”). 

The Proposed Stay Rules mark EPA’s second attempt to exempt the oil and natural gas 
sector from the final rule titled “Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, 
Reconstructed, and Modified Sources,” published in the Federal Register on June 3, 2016 (the 
“2016 Rule”), which has been in effect for over one year.  EPA’s first attempt failed when the 
D.C. Circuit Court struck down the agency’s administrative stay of key elements of the 2016 
Rule, holding that EPA’s action was arbitrary and capricious because the underlying 
reconsideration grant cited by EPA as the basis for the stay failed to satisfy the requirements of 
the Clean Air Act.  Clean Air Council v. Pruitt, 2017 WL 2838112 (D.C. Cir. July 3, 2017).  

In June 2017, EPA issued the Proposed Stay Rules, which would collectively stay, for a 
period of twenty-seven months, those same core compliance requirements contained in the 2016 
Rule.  But EPA failed to set forth the legal justification for the stays.  On August 9, 2017, the 
                                                 
1 82 Fed. Reg. 51,788 (Nov. 8, 2017); 82 Fed. Reg. 51,794 (Nov. 8, 2017) 
2 82 Fed. Reg. 27,645 (June 16, 2017 
3 82 Fed. Reg. 27,641 (June 16, 2017) 
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States submitted a comment letter, which is incorporated by reference herein (see Docket ID 
Nos. EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-0505-11820; EPA-HQ-OAR-2017-0346-0281), opposing the 
Proposed Stay Rules.  Our comment letter details how the Proposed Stay Rules are unlawful 
because (1) EPA lacks the statutory authority to stay compliance requirements in the 2016 Rule 
and (2) EPA fails to justify its reversal of its prior position regarding the importance of reducing 
methane emissions from the oil and natural gas sector and to reconcile the stay with its own 
rulemaking record.  Our comment letter further identified how the Proposed Stay Rules would 
significantly harm the States by delaying reductions in emissions of methane, volatile organic 
compounds (“VOCs”), and hazardous air pollutants, thereby adversely impacting public health 
and the environment.  

In the NODAs, EPA proposes to adopt the legal justification prepared by the American 
Petroleum Institute (API) and seeks comments on “the legal authority to issue a stay and the 
technological, resource, and economic challenges with implementing the fugitive emissions 
requirements, well site pneumatic pump standards, and the requirements for certification of 
closed vent systems by a professional engineer.”  82 Fed. Reg. 51,788.  EPA also solicits 
comments on the recommendation that, as an alternative to the proposed stay, EPA should 
amend the 2016 Rule by extending the “phase-in” periods provided in the 2016 Rule.  Id. at 
51,791.  The NODAs also present a reworked economic analysis that newly incorporates forgone 
climate benefits expected from the Proposed Stay Rules and applies EPA’s new “interim” 
domestic social cost of methane.  

For the reasons stated herein, EPA’s Proposed Stay Rules, including EPA’s proposed 
alternative of extending compliance “phase-in” periods in the 2016 Rule, are unlawful.  Indeed, 
we find that the NODAs merely compound the legal flaws with the Proposed Stay Rules by 
seeking to bolster EPA’s inadequate record in attempt to develop a post-hoc justification for 
rolling back the public health and environmental safeguards of the 2016 Rule.  Therefore, we 
renew our request that EPA withdraw the Proposed Stay Rules and continue to implement and 
enforce the 2016 Rule.   

I. EPA MUST PUBLISH THE ANNUAL REPORTS SUBMITTED TO EPA IN ORDER FOR 
THE PUBLIC TO MEANINGFULLY COMMENT ON THE NODAS 

EPA vaguely asserts in the NODAs, without providing supporting data, that affected 
facilities are unable to implement certain requirements in the 2016 Rule and therefore a stay or 
“extended phase-in” of compliance requirements is necessary.  The 2016 Rule has been in effect 
for over one year and affected facilities have already had to comply with the requirements that 
EPA now seeks to delay.  Under the 2016 Rule, affected facilities were required to submit to 
EPA annual reports documenting compliance with its requirements by October 31, 2017.  See 40 
C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart OOOOa.  If stakeholders are actually complying with the requirements, 
that would undermine the presumption behind the NODAs.  If industry is failing to comply, that 
information should be disclosed so that appropriate enforcement action can be taken.  Either 
way, that information needs to see the light of day. 
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For this reason, on November 21, 2017, many of the States formally submitted a Freedom 
of Information Act request that EPA make public the annual reports submitted to EPA pursuant 
to 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart OOOOa, and any related records that have been created by EPA. In 
addition, those States requested that EPA extend the comment deadline for the NODAs to ninety 
days after the reports are made available to allow adequate time for review and comment.  EPA 
has not responded to that request for an extension of the comment deadline, but instead has 
requested an extension until January 19, 2018 to respond to the FOIA.  See Attachment A.  
EPA’s failure to make the annual reports publicly available before the comment deadline for the 
NODAs constitutes a procedural error, rendering any final decision arbitrary and capricious.  See 
42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(9).  EPA’s failure deprives the States and the public of the opportunity to 
usefully respond to EPA concerning any purported implementation challenges. 

“The purpose of the comment period is to allow interested members of the public to 
communicate information, concerns, and criticisms to the agency during the rule-making 
process.”  Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. Nuclear Regulatory Com., 673 F.2d 525, 530-531 
(D.C. Cir. 1982).  “In order to allow for useful criticism, it is especially important for the agency 
to identify and make available technical studies and data that it has employed in reaching the 
decisions to propose particular rules.”  Id.  For a decision to be sustained, “the agency must 
consider all of the relevant factors and demonstrate a reasonable connection between the facts on 
the record and the resulting policy choice.”  Sierra Club v. Costle, 657 F.2d 298, 323 (D.C. Cir. 
1981).   

In general, an agency’s failure to make data underlying a proposed rule publicly available 
precludes an agency from considering all relevant factors in making a decision.  See National 
Black Media Coalition v. Federal Communications Commission, 791 F.2d 1016 (2d Cir. 1986) 
(holding FCC’s use of critical, unpublished data to reach rulemaking decision precluded the 
agency from considering all relevant factors in making a decision and rendered it arbitrary and 
capricious); United States v. Nova Scotia Food Prod. Corp., 586 F.2d 240, 251-52 (2d Cir. 1977) 
(holding FDA’s failure to disclose the scientific data upon which the FDA relied prevented the 
agency from considering all relevant factors and was procedurally erroneous.)  “To suppress 
meaningful comment by failure to disclose the basic data relied upon is akin to rejecting 
comment altogether.”  Id. at 252. 

Under the Clean Air Act, EPA is subject to an even more extensive notice requirement 
than under the Administrative Procedure Act cases discussed above.  See Small Refiner Lead 
Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 550 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (“[T]he additional notice 
requirements in § 307(d)(3) suggest that Congress intended agency notice under the Clean Air 
Act to be more, not less, extensive than under the APA.”)  Section 307(d)(3) states that a notice 
of proposed rulemaking “shall be accompanied by a statement of its basis and purpose” including 
“the factual data on which the proposed rule is based; the methodology used in obtaining and in 
analyzing the data; and the major legal interpretations and policy considerations underlying the 
proposed rule.”  42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(3).  Courts interpreting this section have found that EPA’s 
failure to make data relating to the basis for its regulations publicly available made “meaningful 
comment on the merits of EPA’s assertions impossible” and constituted reversible error.  
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Kennecott Corp. v. EPA, 684 F.2d 1007 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (holding EPA’s failure to include data 
in the docket “constitutes reversible error, for the uncertainty that might be clarified by those 
documents . . . indicates a substantial likelihood that the regulations would have been 
significantly changed.”) “It is not consonant with the purpose of a rule-making proceeding to 
promulgate rules on the basis of inadequate data, or on data that, (in) critical degree, is known 
only to the agency.”  Portland Cement Ass’n v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375, 392-95 (D.C. Cir. 
1973).   

For these reasons, we reiterate our request that EPA promptly make public the annual 
reports submitted to EPA pursuant to 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart OOOOa, and extend the 
comment deadline for the NODAs to ninety days after the reports are made available to allow 
adequate time for the public to meaningfully comment.  EPA has, in the past, granted an 
extension of the comment period when a NODA presents new technical information and legal 
justification for a proposed rule.4 We ask that EPA follow its past precedent here and extend the 
comment period to ensure that the public has sufficient time to review and comment on all the 
information available supporting its proposed rules.  

II. THE PROPOSED STAY RULES ARE NOT AUTHORIZED UNDER THE CLEAN AIR ACT 
OR THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT  

In the NODAs, EPA solicits comments on the legal theories discussed in the comment 
letter submitted by API on July 27, 2017, Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-0505-10577.  
Specifically, EPA requests comments on API’s assertion that Clean Air Act section 111 
authorizes EPA to revise the 2016 Rule by extending compliance deadlines or establishing future 
compliance dates.  EPA further requests comments on API’s assertion that the Proposed Stay 
Rules are authorized under EPA’s general rulemaking authority of Clean Air Action section 301.  
Finally, EPA solicits comments on API’s argument that Administrative Procedure Act section 
705 authorizes the Proposed Stay Rules because the term “postpone” in that section includes 
“delay, defer, adjourn, shelve, table, and put on hold.”  Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-
0505-10577 at 7.   

Although EPA may revise the 2016 Rule, it must follow the procedures mandated by 
Clean Air Act section 111 and must therefore demonstrate that the revisions are consistent with 
section 111 principles and requirements.  As discussed in our August 9, 2017 comment letter and 
as further detailed below, no provision in the Clean Air Act provides EPA with the authority to 
stay a duly promulgated regulation for twenty-seven months. EPA only has authority, under 
section 307(d)(7)(b), to stay a rule for no more than three months.  Unless EPA completes a 
rulemaking that substantively amends the 2016 Rule’s standards consistent with this statutory 

                                                 
4 See Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions from New Stationary Sources: 
Electric Utility Generating Units, 79 Fed. Reg. 12,681 (Mar. 6, 2014); Letter from Attorneys 
General for the States of West Virginia, Oklahoma, Alabama, South Carolina, Kansas, Texas, 
Nebraska, Wyoming, and Ohio to Gina McCarthy, EPA Administrator (Feb. 21, 2014). 
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mandate and pursuant to a reasoned justification with support in the administrative record, EPA 
cannot alter the compliance requirements in the 2016 Rule.  Nor can EPA rely on Administrative 
Procedure Act section 705 to “put on hold” the 2016 Rule because section 705 only permits an 
agency to postpone the effective date of a rule that is not yet effective.  Given that the 2016 Rule 
has been in effect for over one year, APA section 705 provides no authority for the Proposed 
Stay Rules. 

A. EPA’s Proposed Stay and Extended “Phase-in” of Compliance 
Requirements Do Not Meet the Reasoned Decision-making and 
Rulemaking Requirements under Section 111 of the Clean Air Act to 
Revise the 2016 Rule 

The Proposed Stay Rules and EPA’s proposed alternative of an extended “phase-in” of 
compliance requirements constitute a substantive revision to the 2016 Rule, which may only be 
accomplished if it is permissible under the statute, and there are good reasons for it supported by 
the agency’s record.  See FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 515 (2009). API’s 
comment letter, in contrast, incorrectly argues that EPA has authority under Clean Air Act 
section 111 to “extend compliance deadlines or establish future compliance dates” divorced from 
any consideration of the principles of section 111.  82 Fed. Reg. at 51789.  EPA therefore cannot 
rely on API’s incorrect contention to support its proposed stay and extended “phase-in.”  

For EPA’s proposed revisions to the 2016 Rule to be permissible under the Clean Air Act, 
EPA must comply with the procedures and substantive requirements of section 111.  See 42 
U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(B) (requiring EPA to “revise such standards following the procedures 
required by this subsection for promulgation of such standards.”)  EPA must demonstrate that the 
standard or revision “reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the 
application of the best system of emission reduction (“BSER”) which (taking into account the 
costs of achieving such reduction and any nonair quality health and environmental impact and 
energy requirements) the Administrator determines has been adequately demonstrated.”  42 
U.S.C. § 7411(a).5  EPA must also “consider the emission limitations and percent reductions 
achieved in practice.”  42 U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(B). 

EPA fails to meet any of these requirements here.  EPA does not explain how the Proposed 
Stay Rules or an extended “phase-in” reflects the BSER.  EPA also fails to explain how the 

                                                 
5 EPA seeks to revise standards of performance in the 2016 Rule promulgated under section 
111(b), as well as “work practice” standards promulgated under section 111(h).  “Work practice” 
standards must reflect “the best technological system of continuous emission reduction which 
(taking into consideration the cost of achieving such emission reduction, and any nonair quality 
health and environmental impact and energy requirements) the Administrator determines has 
been adequately demonstrated.”  42 U.S.C. § 7411(h).  Given that both types of standards are 
“treated as a standard of performance for purposes of the provisions of this chapter” (see 42 
U.S.C. § 7411(h)(5)), both are referred to as BSER standards.    
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current compliance timeline presents implementation challenges.  In developing the 2016 Rule, 
EPA compiled a robust administrative record supporting why the compliance deadlines were 
achievable by the affected facilities.  But now EPA does not point to any factual support that an 
extended “phase-in” is necessary, and instead seeks to bolster its inadequate record by “soliciting 
comments, data, and any other information that would help the EPA determine whether a phase-
in period . . . is needed and, if so, the length of such period.”  82 Fed. Reg. at 51789.  EPA’s 
proposed revision also entirely ignores section 111’s technology-forcing mandate to consider the 
emission limitations and percent reductions achieved in practice.”  42 U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(B); 
see also Portland Cement Ass'n v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375, 391 (D.C.Cir.1973) (recognizing 
that section 111 “looks toward what may fairly be projected for the regulated future, rather than 
the state of the art at present.”)6  

EPA further fails to find support in the administrative record for its purported reasons 
behind its Proposed Stay Rules and extended “phase-in” of compliance requirements.  In the 
NODAs, EPA asserts that the stay of the 2016 Rule and extended “phase in” are “lawful 
exercises of the EPA’s statutory authority and discretion under the CAA” in order to: (1) prevent 
disruption to existing state programs and company specific programs; (2) provide clarity on what 
is a “greenfield site”; and (3) consider the costs associated with closed vent certification by 
professional engineers.  82 Fed. Reg. at 51791.  With respect to the first reason, EPA claims that 
the alternative methods of emissions limitation (“AMEL”) process requires clarification before 
sources can apply and obtain approval to implement their current state program in lieu of the 
2016 Rule.  Id.  But, EPA does not provide any evidence or data supporting its assertion that 
actual affected facilities have applied for, and failed to receive, approval for AMEL.  Nor has the 
agency explained why it cannot issue guidance to resolve any alleged lack of clarity in the 
AMEL application process or the “greenfield” definition.  Without this factual support or 
explanation, EPA cannot now contend that clarifying the AMEL and “greenfield” provisions 
provide good reasons for revising the 2016 Rule.  EPA also points to the costs associated with 
certification by professional engineers as justification for the proposed stay and revision, but it 
fails to reconcile those purported costs with the other substantive factors mandated by section 
111 (e.g., nonair quality health and environmental impacts, amount of air pollution reduced, and 
technological innovation.)   

For these reasons, EPA’s proposed stay and extended “phase-in” fail to meet the 
substantive and procedural requirements to revise an emission standard promulgated under 
section 111 of the Clean Air Act.  EPA’s proposed action also lacks a “good reason” for the 
change in course and “a reasoned explanation . . . for disregarding facts and circumstances that 
underlay or were engendered by the prior policy.”  FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 
                                                 
6 API points to Portland Cement for the proposition that “EPA has authority to set future 
effective BSER.”  Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-0505-10577 at 4.  However, nothing in 
that case, or in Lignite Energy Council v. EPA, 198 F.3d 930 (D.C. Cir. 1999), also cited by API, 
has any bearing on whether EPA may extend an existing deadline under Section 111 without 
completing a new rulemaking in accordance with the requirements of that Section. 
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U.S. 502, 515 (2009).  Indeed, EPA has not provided any factual basis for rejecting or revising 
the conclusions set forth in the rulemaking record for the 2016 Rule.  Accordingly, EPA’s 
proposed revision to the 2016 Rule does not meet the reasoned decision-making and rulemaking 
requirements of the Clean Air Act and is arbitrary and capricious.  See 42 U.S.C. § 
7607(d)(9)(A). 

B. EPA’s General Rulemaking Authority Under Clean Air Act Section 301 
Does Not Authorize the Proposed Stay Rules  

Section 301 authorizes the EPA Administrator “to prescribe such regulations as are 
necessary to carry out his functions under this chapter.” 42 U.S.C. § 7601(a)(1).  But, it “does 
not provide the Administrator with carte blanche authority to promulgate any rules, on any 
matter relating to the Clean Air Act, in any manner that the Administrator wishes.”  Citizens to 
Save Spencer City v. EPA, 600 F.2d 844, 873 (D.C. Cir. 1979).  Further, the general power of 
section 301 does not trump the specific statutory provisions of the Clean Air Act.  See Natural 
Res. Def. Council v. Reilly, 976 F.2d 36, 40-41 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (“Reilly”); see also Morales v. 
Trans World Airlines, Inc., 504 U.S. 374, 384 (1992) (“[I]t is a commonplace of statutory 
construction that the specific governs the general.”). Therefore, EPA’s general rulemaking 
authority under section 301(a) of the Clean Air Act does not authorize the Proposed Stay Rules 
or the alternative extended phase-in of compliance requirements. 

Reilly is directly on point here.  In that case, petitioners challenged one of a series of EPA 
actions staying duly promulgated section 112 standards for radionuclide emissions from sources 
other than nuclear power plants for over a year following a notice and comment 
rulemaking.  EPA had imposed the stay while it actively reconsidered the standards in language 
almost identical to what EPA uses in the Proposed Stay Rules and the NODAs, reasoning that 
“‘it would be inappropriate to compel [certain] facilities … to make all of the initial expenditures 
of time and resources’ to comply with the emission standards ‘when it is possible that EPA will 
conclude that EPA regulation of some or all of these facilities is duplicative and 
unnecessary.’”  Id. at 39 (citing 56 Fed. Reg. 18,735, 18,736 (1991)).  The court found that “both 
the language and the purpose of the Act and the 1990 Amendments preclude the authority 
claimed by the EPA to stay the effectiveness of the standards.”  Id. at 40.  Instead, the court held 
that “EPA ha[s] no authority to stay the effectiveness of a promulgated standard except for the 
single, three-month period authorized by section 307(d)(7)(B).”  Id. at 40-41.  Thus, EPA’s 
reliance on section 301 here is unsupportable. 

EPA incorrectly attempts to distinguish Reilly by asserting that unlike section 112, EPA 
has the “discretion under CAA section 111(B)(1)(B) to add new standards of performance.”   
Whether EPA promulgated the 2016 Rule under EPA’s discretionary duty is beside the point.  
The question is not whether EPA must regulate as a threshold matter – it already decided to do so 
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in promulgating the 2016 Rule.  The question here is whether EPA has the authority under the 
Clean Air Act to stay the 2016 Rule for twenty-seven months.  As discussed above, it does not.7 

C. EPA Cannot Rely on Administrative Procedure Act Section 705 for the 
Proposed Stay Rules 

Given that the 2016 Rule has been in effect for over one year, EPA cannot rely on section 
705 for the Proposed Stay Rules.  Under section 705 of the Administrative Procedure Act, an 
agency “may postpone the effective date of action taken by it, pending judicial review” when it 
“finds that justice so requires.” 5 U.S.C. § 705.  As the D.C. Circuit has found, section 705 only 
“permits an agency to postpone the effective date of a not yet effective rule, pending judicial 
review.”  Safety-Kleen Corp. v. EPA, No. 92-1629, 1996 U.S. App. LEXIS 2324, at *2-3 (D.C. 
Cir. Jan. 19, 1996) (per curiam); see also Becerra v. United States Department of Interior, No. 
17-CV-02376-EDL, 2017 WL 3891678, at *9 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 30, 2017) (agreeing with Safety-
Kleen Corp. and holding that the plain language of Section 705 authorizes postponement of only 
the effective date, not subsequent dates characterized by the agency as “compliance dates”); 
California v. United States Bureau of Land Mgmt., No. 17-CV-03804-EDL, 2017 WL 4416409, 
at *8 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 4, 2017) (holding that agency’s attempt to delay compliance with rules on 
methane releases from oil and gas industry that were already in effect was “contrary to the plain 
language of” section 705).  API’s interpretation of section 705 as authorizing the postponement 
of the effectiveness of a rule after it has gone into effect contradicts the plain language of the 
statute and has since been squarely rejected by the courts.  Therefore, EPA cannot rely on API’s 
legal argument as a basis for the Proposed Stay Rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
7 To the extent EPA is relying on section 301 to revise the phase-in periods provided in the 2016 
Rule, EPA’s reliance is misplaced as section 111 governs the revision of an emission standard.  
See infra Section II. A 
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